Analyses of trace amounts of dyes with a new enhanced sensitivity FTIR spectroscopic technique: MU-ATR (metal underlayer ATR spectroscopy).
The identification of organic dyes is a challenging task in all the fields such as the forensic and conservation sciences, especially in cases where the amount of sample is extremely small. In this paper we propose a new enhanced FTIR method (MU-ATR metal underlayer ATR spectroscopy), which we believe is the first of its kind, for the analysis of a few ng of dyes. With this method, dyed fiber micro-extracts can be analyzed using a commercial FTIR microscope with a fixed incident angle, obtaining the same separation between the different classes of dyes investigated as we obtained analyzing pure dyes in transmission mode. Moreover, the new enhancement method has been validated on a real sample dated back to the 1893, showing how it can be promising for the analysis of trace amounts of organic substances in artistic samples such as dyes in paintings or textiles, varnishes and organic residues on archaeological objects.